Contributed Dollars ensure protection of your business, on a daily basis, from unwarranted government intervention.

Your Dollars at Work:
- Political Candidates
- Land Use Issues (local, state or national)
- Government Regulations
- Help elect real estate friendly candidates
- Successfully influence ballot issues
- A voice for real estate owners

Political Survival Fund donations are contributions to both candidates and issues. The monies are invested by formula of RPAC and IM Trustees.

Funding requests are considered by RPAC or IM Trustees with representation from each local board.

REALTORS® Political Action Committee (RPAC)
Contributions distributed for national, state, and local candidates ONLY.

Issues Mobilization (IM)
Contributions distributed for state and local issues ONLY. (All contributions remain in South Dakota.)

Political Survival Fund (PSF)
Contributions distributed for national, state, and local candidates and issues.
**REALTORS® Political Action Committee (RPAC)**

- 30% to NAR
- 50% to SDAR
- 20% to Local Funding

**How it Works:**

**Local Boards**—Raise money, collect reporting information, transmit to state, and maintain relationships with local office holders.

**State Association**—Transmit funds to national, recommends candidate contribution requests to NAR, order awards and educational materials, and maintain relationships with state office holders.

**National Association**—Support federal candidates, maintain relationships with federal office holders, and manage grassroots programs.

State RPACs are critical to making the entire system work by being the conduit for funds from local to national, and ensuring that contributions fall within legal requirements.

**Issues Mobilization (IM)**

- 60% to State
- 40% to Local

**How it Works:**

**Local Boards**—Raise money, transmit to state.

**State Association**—Considers issues campaign funding requests; order awards and educational material.

**National Association**—Through its Political and State Affairs Division, NAR assists state & local Issues Mobilization Committees with organizing and implementing effective issues campaigns, providing educational, technical, and financial support.

**Political Survival Fund (PSF)**

- 15% of Total Contribution to SDAR Issues Mobilization
- 85% of Total Contribution to:
  - 30% to NAR
  - 50% to SDAR
  - 20% to Local Funding

For more information regarding uses and benefits, or to contribute, please contact:

RPAC & Issues Mobilization State Trustees

**Aberdeen Area Association of REALTORS®**
- Craig Mickelson 605-229-5252
- Cartor Carlson 605-225-7179

**Black Hills Association of REALTORS®**
- Linda Rausch 605-343-8800
- Bart Miller 605-343-8800
- Central Board of REALTORS®
- Rachel Olson 605-494-4663
- Ellen Lee 605-224-6613

**East Central SD Board of REALTORS®**
- Jennifer Hyde 605-692-9200
- David Kneip 605-692-9200
- Huron Board of REALTORS®
- Jim Tharp 605-352-3332
- John F. Roache 605-350-2324

**Lewis & Clark Board of REALTORS®**
- Stan Sudbeck 605-665-2225
- Kaye O’Neal 402-388-7997
- Mitchell Board of REALTORS®
- Dennis Kiner 605-995-0999
- Judy Bruner 605-996-7653

**Mount Rushmore Area Association of REALTORS®**
- Pattie Parrett 605-717-0002
- Jim Alcorn 605-642-0680

**Northeast Board of REALTORS®**
- Charlie Larkin 605-881-1000
- David Fuchs 605-886-3030

**REALTOR® Association of the Sioux Empire, Inc.**
- Todd Headrick 605-339-4436
- Judith Omer 605-336-2100

---

**YOUR Investment Makes A Difference**